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This paper proposes a method to support the construction
of HTML wrappers, which are software modules to transform
Web contents written in HTML into XML data. In our ap-
proach, (1) we model the problem of wrapper construction
as a generalization of the problem of DTD extraction from
XML data, and (2) we define a measure to find good wrap-
pers as a combination of the appropriateness of DTDs and
the concreteness of wrappers. This paper explains the pro-
posed method and shows the result of applying the proposed


























Fig. 1 Problem of the DTD Extraction
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Fig. 3 Selection of Appropriate HTML Wrappers
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4 Wraplet
Fig. 4 Application of a Wraplet Expression
(1)(a | b)∗, (2)ab | abab | ababab, (3)(ab)∗, (4)ab | ab(ab | abab)
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t Specificity Value S-V alue(t)
4.1. t S-V alue(t)
t
It I(t1) ⊆ I(t2)





Fig. 5 S-Values for Tokens
<ul>
<li>N. Sawa, A. Mori. "Wraplet"</li>




<li>N. Sawa and A. Mori. Wraplet.</li>
<li>T. Iida, N. Sawa and A. Mori. WISH.</li>




Fig. 6 HTML Page Examples
DTD Specificity Value
4.2. d DTD d Specificity Value
S-V alue(d)
S-V alue(d) =
 S-V alue(d) (if d is a token)∑i S-V alue(di)m (if d is d1 | d2 | ... | dm)∑
i
S-V alue(di) (if d is d1...dm or d1∗).
S-V alue(d) DTD
. #anytext a, #name n
(1)a∗, (2)(a|n)∗, (3)anan 3 DTD S-Value
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5. 1 MDL S-Value HTML
6 HTML A
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Fig. 9 Part of the Publication List Used in the Experiment
<LI> HTML
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rank id DTD 1MDL S-Value Score
1 DTD25,3 n ∗ a ∗ (b|a)∗ 0.0022 0.7650 0.0410
2 DTD17,1 n ∗ a∗ 0.0032 0.5100 0.0406
3 DTD29,2 n ∗ a ∗ (b|a|d)∗ 0.0019 0.8467 0.0405
4 DTD25,6 n ∗ a ∗ (b|a) ∗ a∗ 0.0021 0.7750 0.0401
5 DTD18,2 n ∗ (a|s)∗ 0.0021 0.7550 0.0400
6 DTD19,2 n ∗ (a|h)∗ 0.0021 0.7550 0.0400
7 DTD21,1 n ∗ (a|d)∗ 0.0021 0.7550 0.0400
8 DTD25,9 n ∗ (a|b)∗ 0.0021 0.7550 0.0400
9 DTD25,4 n ∗ a ∗ (b ∗ |a) ∗ a∗ 0.0021 0.7750 0.0399
10 DTD18,1 n ∗ (a ∗ |s)∗ 0.0021 0.7550 0.0398
( )
79 DTD14,1 (a|b|s|d)∗ 0.0014 0.3775 0.0234
80 DTD15,1 (a|h|b|d)∗ 0.0014 0.3775 0.0234
81 DTD10,2 (a ∗ |(b|s)∗)∗ 0.0021 0.2550 0.0232
82 DTD16,1 (a|h|b|s|d)∗ 0.0013 0.4020 0.0228
83 DTD10,5 (a ∗ |b|s|a)∗ 0.0020 0.2550 0.0228
84 DTD11,3 (a ∗ |h|b|a)∗ 0.0020 0.2550 0.0224
85 DTD11,1 (a ∗ |h|b ∗ |a)∗ 0.0019 0.2550 0.0220
86 DTD9,7 (a ∗ |b|a)∗ 0.0022 0.1733 0.0195
87 DTD9,5 (a ∗ |b ∗ |a)∗ 0.0020 0.1733 0.0188
88 DTD1,1 a∗ 0.0050 0.0100 0.0070
10 ( )
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